UFIT Application Development and Integration
Test Automation Internship

Hiring Manager Name & Title: Shane Massey – Associate Director, IT Quality
Department: Application Development and Integration
Title of Internship: Test Automation Intern

Brief Description of Internship (please include physical location of the job):
Intern will work closely with IT Analysts on the UFIT Quality team to understand current testing practices, manual and automated testing, and release management.

Specific Duties:
• Convert/recreate recorded regression tests from Katalon to UFT One
• Attempt to automate JMeter load test run and result reporting
• Assist the team with manual testing as needed

Hours Per Week: 10 -20 hours per week

Work Location: 800 SW 2nd Avenue, Gainesville FL 32697

Hourly Rate: $15

Qualifications Needed:
• Inquisitive nature with desire to learn new things
• Information Technology or Computer Science educational background
• Desire to work with others to accomplish results and solve problems

Learning Objectives:
• Read various types of use case, requirement, feature, user story
• Understand testing strategy and approach, report defects for rework
• Identify opportunities to build automated test vs manual test
• Demonstrate openness, inclusiveness, sensitivity, and the ability to interact respectfully with all people and understand individuals’ differences in order to design and manage testing to ensure functionality meets project requirements.
• Learn, assess, and implement quality in project deliverables.
• Develop interpersonal skills which will enable them to build professional relationships, work within a team structure, and to manage conflict in the workplace.